To: T10 CAP WG
From: Bill McFerrin, DPHl, Inc.
Email: billmc@ctesc.net
Date: July 12, 2007

Subject: Request for Security Protocol Code for TCG Optical Storage Subsystem Class (for use in MMC-6)

The Optical Storage Subsystem Class (OSSC) specification describes implementation of the security features according to TCG SWG recommendations. The MMC WG group would like to describe the command set requirements for OSSC in MMC-6 using, primarily, the SECURITY PROTOCOL OUT and SECURITY PROTOCOL IN commands.

In order that the MMC-6 usage does not conflict with other users of these commands, the MMC WG requests that a single Security Protocol code be assigned for OSSC for both the SECURITY PROTOCOL OUT command and the SECURITY PROTOCOL IN command. Given that the OSSC originates within TCG, we prefer the code 07h in order that we are contiguous with the list reserved by TCG.

Thank you,
Bill McFerrin